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ABSTRACT 
A characterization of the invariant factors of an integral matrix as approximation 
numbers is given. This characterization, similar to the one known for the singular 
values of complex matrices, is used to prove some recent results on invariant factors. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In two recent papers [7, 121, E. Marques de SB and R. C. Thompson have 
studied the relation between the invariant factors of a matrix with elements 
from a principal ideal domain and those of a submatrix. They have obtained a 
result which has a most striking formal resemblance with the “interlacing 
inequalities” proved in [lo] for the singular values of a complex matrix and 
those of a submatrix. The problem was then raised of explaining this coinci- 
dence. (In [2] a unification based on abstract minimax theorems is attempted. 
See also [l].) On the other hand, it became natural to explore the analogy 
between singular values and invariant factors, namely by trying to obtain 
results concerning the latter which would be twins of results concerning the 
former. Several steps in this direction have been given by the two abovemen- 
tioned authors and D. Carlson [2, 8, 9, 13, 141, who have gathered further 
coincidences. 
Our purpose in the present note is to contribute to this effort by obtaining 
a new characterization of invariant factors (the theorem in Section 3 below) 
which is the analogue of the well-known characterization of singular values of 
complex matrices as approximation numbers (see [4, p. 281 or [15, p. 1251). 
This new characterization enables us to give new, simpler proofs of several 
known results concerning invariant factors: the invariant factors of the sum 
and product of two integral matrices, the behavior of invariant factors under 
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perturbations of restricted rank, and also the S&Thompson interlacing in- 
equalities. We draw our inspiration mainly from [15]. 
R m, ” denotes the set of m X n matrices over a principal ideal domain R 
(with R” = R”,‘), and II;*” is the subset of R”,” formed by the matrices with 
rank less than k. If a, b E R, we write a < : b (or b: > a) to mean that b 
divides a (this notation is due to E. Marques de Sa, and there are strong 
reasons in its favor). Accordingly, we write sup instead of gcd and inf instead 
of lcm. The sign of equality between elements of R is always taken to mean 
equality apart from unit (i.e. invertible) factors. We denote the invariant 
factors of an integral matrix A by ii(A), is(A), . . . , ordered so that ii(A) : > 
i,(A): > . . . 
2. A NORM FOR INTEGRAL MATRICES 
Let xER”, x= [xi x2 ... x,]r. Following [2], we define v(x) = 
suP(x,, x2, * * * > x,}. It is easily seen that this function Y satisfies 
x*0 ==zB +> f 0, (I) 
Y((YX) = av(x) forevery a=R, (2) 
+ + Y) -UP{+), Y(Y)>> (3) 
v(Ax) <: v(x) for every A E R”,“, (4) 
zJ(ux) = v(x) for every unimodular U E R”‘“. (5) 
[In (4) the v on the left side is defined in R’“.] 
v is the so-called R-norm. 
Now let A E R”,“, and define p(A) = sup,(,) = i v( Ax). Using the proper- 
ties (l)-(5) of v, we see that p satisfies 
A*0 =+ P(A)*O, (6) 
P(~A) = ~/J(A) forevery aER, (7) 
11tA+B)<:sup{~(A),~(B)}, (8) 
P(AB) < : P(A)P(B) (AEP~, BEPP), (9) 
P(UAV) = P(A) for every unimodular U E R”,“, V E R”,“. (10) 
[In (9) the p’s are defined in R*,p, R”*“, and Rn,p, respectively.] 
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3. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM. Let A E R”, n. Then, for each k such that 1~ k < min{m, n}, 
i,(A)=inf(p(A-X):XERTl”}. 
Moreover, the infimum is attained for some matrix X E Rp, n. 
Proof. The case k = 1 reads i,(A) = p(A). This is one of the minimax 
formulas proved in [2]. 
Suppose 1~ k < min{m, n}. Let X E Rps”. We show that i&A) < : p(A - 
X). By virtue of (lo), we may assume A is in Smith normal form. Since 
rank( X ) < k, there exists a nonzero v in the submodule of R” generated by 
e,,e,,..., ek (where ei is the column with a 1 in the i th position and O’s 
elsewhere) such that Xv = 0, and we may choose a v with Y(V) = 1. We have 
/.L(A-X)= sup Y[(A-X)r]:>v[(A-X)vl=~(Av). 
V(X) = 1 
But o has the form [(or a2 . . * (Ye 0 . . . O]r, whence 
Therefore ik(A) < : p( A - X). Since X was arbitrary, it follows that ik(A) 
<:inf{p(A - X): X E RT,“). To obtain the equality, consider the matrix 
X, E R;,” which has i,(A),..., ik_i(A) in the first k - 1 diagonal positions 
and O’s elsewhere. Clearly p( A - X0) = ik( A). This completes the proof. n 
4. CONSEQUENCES 
We shall use the following notation: given A E R”‘, n and k such that 
1~ k < min{m, n}, A, is a matrix in Rr,” for which p(A - Ak)= ik(A). 
COROLLARY 1 [14]. Zf A, B E R”,” and if k, 1 are positive integers such 
that k + 1 - 1~ min{m, n}, then 
%,+,-,(A +B) < :sw{ik(A), i (B)}. 
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Proof. Since rank(Ak + B,) < k + 1 - 1, we have, using (B), 
iktl_r(A + B) = inf{p(A + B - X): X E RT;;_,} 
<:PL[(A-Ad+(B-4)1 
< :SUP~@ - Ad> P(B - 4)) 
= sup{i,(A), i,(B)}. n 
The following generalizes a result of M. Newman [5; 6, pp. 31-331. 
COROLLARY 2 [2]. Zf A E R”,“, B E R”xp and if k, 1 are positive integers 
such that k + I- 1 Q min{ m, p}, k, 1~ n, then 
ik+l-l(AB) <: ik(A)il(B). 
Proof. Since rank[ AB, + Ak( B - B,)] < k + 2 - 1, we have, using (9), 
ikll_r(AB)=inf{p(AB-X): XE Rr;T_,) 
-=+[(A-A,)@-B,)] 
< : PL(A - 4h-o - 4) 
= ik(A)il(B). n 
The results for singular values corresponding to these two corollaries are 
due to Ky Fan [3]. 
COROLLARY 3 ([B]; see also [13]). Let A, B E R”‘,” and let k > 0. Zf 
rank( A - B) 6 k then, for every positive integer 1 such that k + 1~ min{ m, n}, 
i,+,(A) < : il( B) and i,+,(B) < : il( A). 
Proof. We prove the first inequality. [The second one will follow, since 
rank( A - B) = rank( B - A).] 
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Using Corollary 1, we have 
ik+1(A)=i(k+l)+l-1[(A- @+Bl 
<:~up{i~+~(A- B)&(B)) 
= SUP{O, @)} 
= i,(B). n 
For singular values see [ll] and [15, p. 861. 
COROLLARY 4 [7, 121. Let A E R”,“, and let B E RmPp*nPq be a s&ma- 
trix of A. If 1~ k < min{m - p, n - q), then 
ik(A): ’ ik(B): ’ ik+p+q(A)> 
where it is understood that i,(A) = 0 whenever r > min{ m, n}. 
Proof We carry out the proof for the case p + q = 1. The general result 
follows easily. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that B = A[1,2,. . . ,m - 
1]1,2,..., n], the (m - 1) X n submatrix of A obtained by deleting the last row. 
We show first that ik(A): > ik( B), k = 1,2,. . . . This is clear for k = 1, 
since (cf. [6, p. 28]), for any integral matrix M = [mij], i,(M) = sup(mij}. 
[This proves in fact that p(A) : > p(B) if B is any submatrix of A.] Let k > 1. 
For an arbitrary XERT,“, put Y=X[1,2 ,..., m--111,2 ,..., n]. Obviously 
Y E x;+. SinceB-YisasubmatrixofA-X,wehavep(A-X):>p(B 
- Y) and, of course, p( B - Y) : > ik( B). It follows that 
ik(A)=inf{p(A-X):XERFx”}: >ik(B). 
Consider now the matrix C E R”,” which has B in the first m - 1 rows 
and O’s in the last row. Clearly rank(A - C) < 1. By Corollary 3, it follows 
that ik(C): > ik+i(A), k = 1,2 ,... . Since the nonzero invariant factors of C 
and B coincide, the proof is finished. n 
A method similar to the one just used yields a new proof for the 
interlacing inequalities for singular values. The original one [lo] is based on 
the interlacing inequalities relating the eigenvalues of a hermitian matrix with 
those of a principal submatrix. 
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